1. Wind is an important climatic factor for flying animals as by affecting their locomotion, it can deeply impact their life-history characteristics.
2. In the context of globally changing wind patterns, we investigated the mechanisms underlying recently reported increase in body mass of a population of wandering albatrosses (Diomedea exulans) with increasing wind speed over time.
3. We built a foraging model detailing the effects of wind on movement statistics and ultimately on mass gained by the forager and mass lost by the incubating partner. We then simulated the body mass of incubating pairs and their incubation success under varying wind scenarios. We tracked the frequency at which critical mass leading to nest abandonment was reached to assess incubation success.
4. We found that wandering albatross behave as time-minimizers during incubation as mass gain was independent of any movement statistics but decreased with increasing mass at departure. Individuals forage until their energy requirements, which are determined by their body conditions, are fulfilled.
This can come at the cost of their partner's condition as mass loss of the incubating partner depended on trip duration. This behaviour is consistent with strategies of long-lived species which favoured their own survival over their current reproductive attempt. In addition, wind speed increased ground speed which in turn reduced trip duration and males foraged further away than females at high ground speed.
Introduction
Studies assessing ecological responses to climate change have mainly addressed the 1 effect of increasing temperature or change of rainfall regime on terrestrial species 2 (???). Less attention has been given to impact of wind changes (but see ?). For 3 illustration, in a recent review addressing the impact of climate change on bio-4 diversity, wind was not listed among the climatic components investigated (?).
5
However winds are also responding to human-induced changes to the atmosphere 6 (??). Although the underlying mechanisms are less well understood than for tem- gain. We tested whether absolute mass gain, a proxy for energy intake, was a func- 
119
Using the estimated parameters from these five models, we built a general were weighed at the nest upon arrival from and before departure for a foraging trip.
137
The duration of incubation shift was recorded but the trip of their foraging partner 
142
The wind data was taken from the Blended Global Sea Surface Winds products 143 with a spatial resolution of 0.25 degrees every 6 hours from the National Climate 
186
Model fitting
187
The model designed to investigate predictors of mass gain (model 1 ) used the sub- Linear mixed effect (LME) models were fitted for models 2, 4 and 5. A non-linear mixed effect (NLME) model was fitted for model 3 with a linear effect for wind speed and an effect following the function Goodness-of-fit of models from all LME models can be assessed by marginal 219 and conditional R 2 as described by ?. Marginal R 2 represents the proportion of 220 variance explained by the fixed effects while the conditional R 2 the proportion of 221 variance explained by both the fixed and the random effects. Pseudo-R 2 has been 222 used as an alternative measure of goodness of fit for the GLS model (?).
223
Simulations 224 As the response variables of one model were the explanatory variables of the next,
225
we were able to construct the foraging model from the outcome of the five ini-226 tial models (summarized in the scheme in fig. 1 ). The foraging model was used to 227 simulate changes to body mass over the incubation period for 1000 wandering alba-228 tross pairs each exposed to 12 different wind scenarios. We could use the estimates 229 from the selected GLM, LME and NLME models described in the previous section which would cause the relationship with wind to change substantially.
245
The observed average length of the incubation period is 78 days (Tickell 2000).
246
To 
where M is the initial mass and M t the mass threshold. The frequency and 260 wind conditions leading to this threshold were recorded.
261
To assess whether the simulated individuals were losing or gaining mass over (here after referred to as the body mass growth rate) were recorded and used to 265 fit a linear regression of the body mass growth rate over wind speed.
266

Comparing simulation to real data
To assess the reliability of body mass growth rates from the simulation, the esti-
268
mates were compared to body mass growth rates estimated from mass measure- results.
333
The mass gain decrease with mass at departure likely reflects adjustment of 334 energy intake to body condition. This supports the hypothesis that energy is 335 the main constraint rather than time: such strong effect of body condition on 336 energy intake would not be expected if foragers were primarily time constrained.
337
This echoes the behaviour during incubation of another Procellariform, the black- We would like to thank all the field workers involved in the field studies on Crozet, Figure 1: Scheme depicting the relationships between wind speed, movement statistics and mass of the two partners during incubation over multiple foraging trips. The shades of grey and the subscript t represent a foraging trip (from dark to light) and the shape distinguishes between the two partners (rounded is individual i, squared is individual j). During foraging trip t − 1, individual i is foraging and individual j is incubating. Full lines are relationships from models and the direction of the effect is indicated in the brackets, with a distinction between males (M) and females (F) when the relationship was sex-specific. Arrows at the end of a single line indicates additive effects whereas two lines joining in one arrow indicate an interaction between two continuous variables. Dashed lines represent additions and subtractions of masses from one foraging trip to the next. 
